SCHULTZ AND INGERSON: MARTIAN LINEAMENTS
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Such a selection effect in

the rose diagrams generally exists for w3-w2
lineations. This effect for wl lineations,however, is subordinate to either prominent eastwest-trending nontopographic surface lineations or contaminationof the data by artificially
producedlineations.
After elimination of duplicate lineations in
overlappingimages,all the wl lineations (total
number of 1506) from frames 6N07, 6N13,
6N17, 6N19, 6N21, and 6N23 were combined,
and the .:resultingtrends are shown in Figure

lineations

6N21
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5a.Similarly,
thecombination
of 775w3-w2
,

lineations
fromthe sameframesproduced
the
trends shown in Figure 5b. Four of the five

'.'_ trends
inthe
w3-w2
lineations
have
correspon
ing trends in the wl linearions,and it is thus
suggestedthat some of the mapped w.1 lineawl lineations w3-w2 lineations
Fig. 4. Rose diagrams for Mariner frames
6N13 and 6N21. The upper half of each rose
diagram uses the number of lineations, whereas
the lower half illustrates linearions weighted by
their length. Lineations (w3-w2) recognized as
topographic features are to the right; lineations
(wl) not recognized as topographic features are
to

the

tions are surface forms. For comparison, 259
straight-wall segmentsfrom the same Mariner
l
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left.
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diagram correspondsto lineationsweighted according to their apparent length, whereas the
upper half representsunweightedlineations.
The rose diagramsfrom unrectifiedimagery
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show several features that result from electronic

imaging and subsequentcomputerprocessing. .5
The east-west(horizontal)directionis typically
devoid of lineations. This is not the result of

east-west solar illumination, which commonly
does not correspondto the east-westdirection
of the picture format. It is more likely due to
the removal of coherentnoise parallel to the
direction of tape transport as describedby

Rindfieischet al. [1971]. The rectifiedphoto-
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graphs
retainthisgapin theirrosediagrams. Fig.5. Frequency-azimuth
distributions
of (a)

Thearrows
inthedata
from
unrectified
imagerymost
1506
least
significant
(wl)
lineations
and
(b)775
significant
(w3-w2)
lineations
from
rectified
(Figure3a) indicate
lineartrendsidentified
on Marinerframes
6N09,6Nll, 6N13,6N17,6N19,

unprocessed
images.In general,suchtrendswere

6N21, and 6N23. Also shownare distributionsof

eliminatedeffectivelyduringnoiseremovalat
JPL.

(c) 185w3-w2lineations
fromMargaritifer
Sinus,
(d) 219 w3-w2lineations
from MeridianiSinus,

and (e) 341 w3-w2 linearions from Deucalionis

If the mapped
lineatiov•s
are topographic
Regio.
Linearions
havebeenweighted
by their

features,they shouldbe detectedmosteasily length,
andthedistributions
arenormalized
to the
where they are perpendicularto the direction maximumpeak in eachdata set.

